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Real estate must deliver liquidity,
valuations, clarity – APG’s Kemna
Looking at the world with €300bn to invest, it is clear that real estate has to catch up to
other asset classes in liquidity, true valuations, plain-vanilla business models, says
Angelien Kemna, CIO of Netherlands’ giant pension manager APG.
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Angelien Kemna: “To sustain the
success of alternative investments, these asset classes need
to further mature and mitigate
flaws. These flaws are complexity, lack of reference transactions, prices and benchmarks,
and severe liquidity constraints.”
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emna was a star turn at the INREV annual
conference in Vienna a few weeks ago with a
presentation that astounded many of the 400
or so attendees. For the message was crystal clear: “To
sustain the success of alternative investments, these
asset classes need to further mature and mitigate
flaws. These flaws, often referred to by investor clients and regulators, are complexity, lack of reference
transactions, prices and benchmarks, and severe liquidity constraints.” She added: “We are not
questioning the future potential
and unique risk-return characteristics. However in continuing to
make that case and being granted
a sound allocation in pension
fund ALM (Asset Liability Management), the sector needs to further evolve.”
And European real estate has
not a moment to lose. “You have
your homework laid out for you,”
said Kemna, who is also a professor of finance - at various times at
Maastricht University, Erasmus
University, Rotterdam and Sloan
School at MIT in the US. Appointed as APG CIO in
November 2009, and to its executive board, she is a
former CEO of ING IM Europe. “Currently for all
of my clients, the whole €300bn, I have a lot of explaining to do with respect to independent valuations,” she said. “Clients and regulators go as far as to
say that if you do not have independent valuations
you should sell; and you have one year to get it done.
So we now currently have a lot of homework to do
because we don’t want to sell... But I grant you one
thing: if we can’t get them done we are going to sell,
we have no choice!”
Owned by pension funds including ABP, the largest in the Netherlands with assets of €235bn, APG
was created in March 2008 to comply with government regulation requiring the separation of investment management from operations. Later that year it
merged with the €30bn builders pension fund Cord-

ares and has since then acquired other mandates to
grow AUM to around €280bn at end-2011.
Kemna praised INREV for improving best practices
but said real estate in general needs to go further: like
its close relation infrastructure it needs to provide
simple business models for a start. “We are re-designing our own offering to our clients to make it more
simple and more clear,” she said. “Please, as portfolio
managers and asset managers, do that for us as well:
show us where the real money is… We are smart
enough to find out where the risks are but please don’t
make it more difficult for us because we need simple
plain-vanilla business models; we need standardisations across all definitions. Make them the same; don’t
make it too difficult for us by changing definitions. At
some point in time we will catch up with you and
then you’ll never do business with us any more!” Another challenge is liquidity. “I was very happy with the
last session where I heard that liquidity will increase; I
can tell you, liquidity has to increase!”
Most intriguing to many was Kemna’s assessment
that macro-economics and political upheavals are
secondary in allocating a giant multi-asset, multi-geography portfolio. While the European crisis is a
large macro-economic risk, “it does not change our
allocation whatsoever. On the contrary, last August
when there was a lot of risk in the market we said if
liquidity permits we will rebound, and we did… You
cannot afford to act almost like a retailer investor: in
very risky times go to cash and once again go and try
to catch up when markets catch up.”
Two other elements will affect long-term allocations more fundamentally: regulation and the rising
correlation of global asset markets - in other words,
the diminishing effectiveness of asset diversification
in the quest to stabilise returns. Even if APG is
watching the potential Solvency II rise in risk provisions for insurance groups, Basel III, by forcing
banks to raise the cost of euro-dollar hedges, may be
more important. Kemna anticipates that it will become increasingly expensive for a fund such as APG
to diversify into dollar-denominated countries, and
it is now reviewing if it should hold dollar fixed income at all. “Is it really worth holding US invest-
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ment grade credits if we subtract the cost of hedging?” she said.
Statistics over the last couple of years show price
correlation across all worldwide asset classes has grown
sharply, she said, posing the rhetorical questions: “Do
we still think we have diversification while we actually
have not? What about long-term stable returns if cor-

relation tends to move up?” APG is in a process of
re-thinking this thorny challenge. “If correlations
continue to move up there is no way, with the current
design and thinking, that we can come up with a well
diversified overall portfolio… And we cannot call it a
Black Swan because we know it. It’s just not so easy to
figure out what to do about it!” pie
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Regulation to impact bank
property lending strongly

By Jens Tolckmitt, CEO, Association of German Pfandbrief Banks, Berlin
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